
Damage inside the United 
Pentecostal Church at 1382 Olona 
Pl that suggests highly advanced 
technology may have been used 

during the Maui “ Fires” .
The two minute video of the damage inside this Church can not be 

included in this Word document, but hopefully the pictures and 
explanations in this  Word document  can give  context to the images 

in the short video. 
 

                                    ( Picture 1) 
   
        Picture One is a very detailed picture of what appears to be a 
straight line lasered through the exact center of this Church’s roof. It 



does appear as if a small rectangular opening was lasered in the 
Church’s east side of their roof. 

    

                                  ( Picture 2)

          Picture 2 is a wonderful outside picture to show that 

1.)The Church door has been left wide open for people to see the 
damage inside of this Church. 

2.)There are no utility poles any where near where the roof has 
been sliced open in a perfect rectangular shape. ( Which a fire 
started from a fallen utility pole could not have done in any 
case ) . 

3.)There are no trees anywhere near where the roof of the 
Church to blame  for the damage which is too precise to be 
done from anything in nature. 



4.) The vegetation outside the Church is wonderfully green and 
shows no sign of having been burnt by anything. 

                                      ( Picture 3 ) 

        Picture 3 is another wonderful shot of the outside of the Church to 
again make the point that nothing on the outside of the Church 
appears to have burned. 



                                       ( Picture 4)

          Picture 4 is another wonderful picture of the north side of the 
Church. Again, one sees that all the white Church doors have no burn 
damage. If the roof had been damaged by flying “ embers “ , those 
doors should show some burn marks, but they do not.



                                 ( Picture 5 )
Even the small white solar panels on top of the roof were completely 

undamaged by whatever precisely lasered through the roof. The 
precision of this technology is amazing .



( Picture 6)
This is another outside picture from the North side of the Church just to 

make the point of how white the steeple and the doors are. If there 
were any embers flying around this Church that night, they appear to 

have flown right by. 



Picture 7 

Another outside picture of the south side of the Church. The purple 
arrow is pointing to a sign posted by the government on September 17 

th allowing entry from the north side of the building. 



( Picture 8 )
This is an upclose picture of the governmental placard noting the 

damage to the  beam in the center of the ceiling .

( PS  The Inspector appears to have written the wrong address on this 
placard . Mapquest claims the Church is at 1382 Olona St. It I s 

possible he simply wrote the wrong street name . In any case, this sign 
was posted on the Pentecostal Church’s door as of October .  )  

This inspection appears to have occurred  on September 17 th. 

It is disappointing that nobody in the government thought this clear 
evidence of highly unnatural destruction was worth investigating.



( Picture 9) 



Lest anyone from the government try and say someone entered the 
Church and lasered the Church from the inside to try and “ prove “  

advanced technology was used to demolish homes and set fires that 
night, The above screenshot from “ Pentecostal heritage “ from August 

13 th , 2023 shows that the hole in the ceiling was already there.

( The August 13 th Instagram posting cropped to show the roof 
damage was already there right after the fires. )





( Picture 11 )

Even google Satellite shows the perfect rectangular damage to the 
roof. I’m not sure when this Google satellite image was uploaded  , but 

I do know it was sometime between August 10 th and the end of 
August. 

 Online investigators of the Lahaina tragedy noted Google uploaded its 
Satellite images as early as August 25 th. 

( Picture 12 )

This inside picture again shows the preciseness of this laser  
technology. The middle beam has  managed to fall against the eastern 

wall without even scratching any of the white paint. 

   The same can be said of the roof. The roof has managed to  fall 
down absolutely perfectly without scratching any of the white paint . “ 



Nature “ blowing embers around and / or “ fallen utility poles “ simply 
can not yield such perfect destruction.

Laser technology can. 



( Picture 14 ) 
  One more picture of the eastern wall to make the point that there 
does not appear to be any fire damage on the inside of the Church . I 
am no expert in laser technology, but it is impossible not to notice how 
the roof was cut open with zero fire damage to any of the walls or 
surrounding beams . I do not believe natural fire can  do this sort o f 
perfect  destruction . 

   I’m only pointing this out , because close inspection of most of the 
destroyed  homes in this zone ( Zone 4 A ) show very strange damage 
inside the homes. Many, many homes show no burn damage to the 
walls whatsoever. That simply can not occur with natural fire damage. 

     Such damage can occur with very advanced technology.



Maui Now  is claiming today that Zones 4 A , 4 B, and 4 C are going to 



open in the next few days to the public  to go through the area. 



( Zones 4 A, 4 B, and 4 C . The Church at 1382 Olona is marked with a 
purple dot. )

I find that unfortunate, because  is so much evidence in this Church 
and around so many of these homes that could prove highly advanced 

technology was used to destroy these properties.



    It would be wonderful if some non political scientists ( maybe even 
some from some politically neutral countries like Switzerland ) could 
come to America  and investigate some of the crimes I noticed inside 
this Church and on Keao St. 

I pray that some journalists with KITV and/ or KHON2 will take pictures 
of the destruction that clearly is not natural   and implore some 

accredited scientists to come and visit this Zone before the National 
Guard allows the public to tromp all over the evidence that is still there.

   I have thousands of pictures and a lot of questions I need help 
investigating around homes along Keao St ( a few houses away from 
this Church ) as well as the obviously not natural damage that occurred 
at The Koinonia Pentecostal Church at 1382 Olona St. 

          If any journalists wish to help me in investigating the strange 
damage in Zone 4 A , please send a return email with contact 
information. 

I  hope someone in media will be brave enough to carry this story and 
get some non politicized scientists to try and study  the damage to this 
Church before the damage is destroyed and scientists can no longer 

do an impartial investigation.

I also would d like to give some of the hundreds of pictures of the 
strange damage in this Zone to a journalist I can trust in case anything 

happens to me.



Thank you for any assistance you might be able to provide in giving 
justice to the thousands of Lahaina residents who had their homes 

destroyed and have had received zero accountability from the 
government as of yet. 

It bears repeating that at the September 15 th press conference ( 
shown in full at “ MPD revises death toll in Lahaina disaster “ 

https://youtu.be/taw8GKg1X1A?feature=shared )

   

Starting at the 26 minute mark , The Chief of police states emphatically 
that NOTHING unnatural  occurred in Lahaina on August 8 th  .

To quote him exactly, 

“ I think it’s very important people understand this though, 

This is not a crime . 
This is a natural disaster. 
This is a natural disaster. ‘

https://youtu.be/taw8GKg1X1A?feature=shared


( Pelletier  repeats himself in case the public missed the first time how 
firmly he believes how  “ Natural “ all the destruction in Lahaina was.  ) 

Pelletier continues, 

“ There have been no crimes committed. 
These are victims of a horrific fire .“

  That sounds great, but unfortunately for Pelletier, there is so much 
evidence inside the Pentecostal Church and inside the homes on  

Keao St  that contradicts his story. 

 Equally unfortunate for all the victims in Zone 4 A , that Zone is 
scheduled to open in two days.

  I really hope someone from KITV or KHON 2 will contact me so I can 
share everything I know about that area and why there is still evidence 

there  that honestly need to be photographed and documented by 
scientists before the public is allowed in. 

Thank you again to any journalists who care enough about the people 
of Lahaina to try and document what happened to that Church before 

evidence can be destroyed. 


